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Sir, I have entreated an attendance on this day that you might, in the most 

public manner, deny the claim of the British Parliament to make law for 

Ireland, and with one voice lift up your hands against it. 

If I had lived when the 9th of William took away the woolen manufacture, 

or when the 6th of George I. declared this country to be dependent and 

subject to laws to be enacted by the Parliament of England, I should have 

made a covenant with my own conscience to seize the first moment of 

rescuing my country from the ignominy of such acts of power; or, if I had 

a son, I should have administered to him an oath that he would consider 

himself a person separate and set apart for the discharge of so important a 

duty; upon the same principle I am now come to move a Declaration of 

Right, the first moment occurring, since my time, in which such a 

declaration could be made with any chance of success, and without 

aggravation of oppression. 

Sir, it must appear to every person that, notwithstanding the import of 

sugar and export of woolens, the people of this country are not satisfied—

something remains; the greater work is behind; the public heart is not well 

at ease. To promulgate our satisfactions; to stop the throats of millions 

with the votes of Parliament; to preach homilies to the volunteers; to utter 

invectives against the people, under pretence of affectionate advice, is an 

attempt, weak, suspicious and inflammatory. 

You can not dictate to those whose sense you are intrusted to represent; 

your ancestors, who sat within these walls, lost to Ireland trade and liberty; 

you, by the assistance of the people, have recovered trade; you still owe 

the kingdom liberty; she calls upon you to restore it. 



The ground of public discontent seems to be: ‘We have gotten commerce, 

but no freedom’; the same power which took away the export of woolens 

and the export of glass may take them away again; the repeal is partial, 

and the ground of repeal is upon a principle of expediency. 

Sir, ‘expedient’ is a word of appropriated and tyrannical import; 

‘expedient’ is an ill-omened word, selected to express the reservation of 

authority, while the exercise is mitigated; ‘expedient’ is the ill-omened 

expression of the Repeal of the American Stamp Act. England thought it 

‘expedient’ to repeal that law; happy had it been for mankind, if, when 

she withdrew the exercise, she had not reserved the right! To that 

reservation she owes the loss of her American empire, at the expense of 

millions, and America the seeking of liberty through a sea of bloodshed. 

The repeal of the Woolen Act, similarly circumstanced, pointed against 

the principle of our liberty—a present relaxation, but tyranny in reserve—

may be as abject for illumination to a populace, or a pretence for apostasy 

to a courtier, but can not be the subject of settled satisfaction to a freeborn, 

intelligent, and injured community. 

Nor are we only prompted to this when we consider our strength; we are 

challenged to it when we look to Great Britain. The people of that country 

are now waiting to hear the Parliament of Ireland speak on the subject of 

their liberty; it begins to be made a question in England whether the 

principal persons wish to be free; it was the delicacy of former Parliaments 

to be silent on the subject of commercial restrictions, lest they should 

show a knowledge of the fact, and not a sense of the violation; you have 

spoken out, you have shown a knowledge of the fact, and not a sense of 

the violation. On the contrary, you have returned thanks for a partial repeal 

made on a principle of power; you have returned thanks as for a favour, 

and your exultation has brought your characters, as well as your spirit, 

into question, and tends to shake to her foundation your title to liberty; 

thus you do not leave your rights where you found them. You have done 

too much not to do more; you have gone too far not to go on; you have 



brought yourselves into that situation in which you must silently abdicate 

the rights of your country, or publicly restore them. It is very true you may 

feed your manufacturers, and landed gentlemen may get their rents, and 

you may export woolen, and may load a vessel with baize, serges, and 

kerseys, and you may bring back again directly from the plantations sugar, 

indigo, speckle-wood, beetle-root, and panellas. But liberty, the 

foundation of trade, the charters of the land, the independency of 

Parliament, the securing, crowning, and the consummation of everything 

are yet to come. Without them the work is imperfect, the foundation is 

wanting, the capital is wanting, trade is not free, Ireland is a colony 

without the benefit of a charter, and you are a provincial synod without 

the privileges of a Parliament. 

The British minister mistakes the Irish character: had he intended to make 

Ireland a slave, he should have kept her a beggar; there is no middle 

policy; win her heart by the restoration of her right, or cut off the nation’s 

right hand; greatly emancipate, or fundamentally destroy it. We may talk 

plausibly to England, but so long as she exercises a power to bind this 

country, so long are the nations in a state of war; the claims of the one go 

against the liberty of the other, and the sentiments of the latter go to 

oppose these claims to the last drop of her blood. The English Opposition, 

therefore, are right; mere trade will not satisfy Ireland—they judge of us 

by other great nations, by the nation whose political life has been a 

struggle for liberty; they judge of us with a true knowledge of, and just 

deference for, our character—that a country enlightened as Ireland, 

chartered as Ireland, armed as Ireland, and injured as Ireland, will be 

satisfied with nothing less than liberty. 

There is no objection to this resolution, except fears; I have examined your 

fears; I pronounce them to be frivolous. I might deny that the British 

nation was attached to the idea of binding Ireland; I might deny that 

England was a tyrant at heart; and I might call to witness the odium of 

North and the popularity of Chatham, her support of Holland, her 



contributions to Corsica, and her charters communicated to Ireland; but 

ministers have traduced England to debase Ireland; and politicians, like 

priests, represent the power they serve as diabolical, to possess with 

superstitious fears the victim whom they design to plunder. If England is 

a tyrant, it is you who have made her so; it is the slave that makes the 

tyrant, and then murmurs at the master whom he himself has constituted. 

I do allow, on the subject of commerce, England was jealous in the 

extreme, and I do say it was commercial jealousy, it was the spirit of 

monopoly (the woolen trade and the Act of Navigation had made her 

tenacious of a comprehensive legislative authority), and having now 

ceded that monopoly, there is nothing in the way of your liberty except 

your own corruption and pusillanimity; and nothing can prevent your 

being free except yourselves. It is not in the disposition of England; it is 

not in the interest of England; it is not in her arms. What! can 8,000,000 

of Englishmen opposed to 20,000,000 of French, to 7,000,000 of Spanish, 

to 3,000,000 of Americans, reject the alliance of 3,000,000 in Ireland? 

Can 8,000,000 of British men, thus outnumbered by foes, take upon their 

shoulders the expense of an expedition to enslave you? Will Great Britain, 

a wise and magnanimous country, thus tutored by experience and wasted 

by war, the French Navy riding her Channel, send an army to Ireland, to 

levy no tax, to enforce no law, to answer no end whatsoever, except 

to spoliate the charters of Ireland and enforce a barren oppression? What? 

has England lost thirteen Provinces? has she reconciled herself to this loss, 

and will she not be reconciled to the liberty of Ireland? Take notice that 

the very constitution which I move you to declare Great Britain herself 

offered to America; it is a very instructive proceeding in the British 

history. In 1778 a commission went out, with powers to cede to the 

thirteen Provinces of America, totally and radically, the legislative 

authority claimed over her by the British Parliament, and the 

commissioners, pursuant to their powers, did offer to all or any of the 

American States the total surrender of the legislative authority of the 

British Parliament.  



What! has England offered this to the resistance of America, and will she 

refuse it to the loyalty of Ireland? Your fears, then, are nothing but a 

habitual subjugation of mind; that subjugation of mind which made you, 

at first, tremble at every great measure of safety; which made the principal 

men among us conceive the commercial association would be a war; that 

fear, which made them imagine the military association had a tendency to 

treason; which made them think a short money bill would be a public 

convulsion; and yet these measures have not only proved to be useful, but 

are held to be moderate, and the Parliament that adopted them, is praised, 

not for its unanimity only, but for its temper also. You now wonder that 

you submitted for so many years to the loss of the woolen trade and the 

deprivation of the glass trade; raised above your former abject state in 

commerce, you were ashamed at your past pusillanimity; so when you 

have summoned a boldness which shall assert the liberties of your 

country—raised by the act, and reinvested; as you should be, in the glory 

of your ancient rights and privileges, you will be surprised at yourselves, 

who have so long submitted to their violation. Moderation is but the 

relative term; for nations, like men, are only safe in proportion to the spirit 

they put forth, and the proud contemplation with which they survey 

themselves. Conceive yourselves a plantation, ridden by an oppressive 

government, and everything you have done is but a fortunate frenzy; 

conceive yourselves to be what you are, a great, a growing, and a proud 

nation, and a declaration of right is no more than the safe exercise of your 

indubitable authority. 

I shall hear of ingratitude! I name the argument to despise it and the men 

who make use of it; I know the men who use it are not grateful, they are 

insatiate; they are public extortioners, who would stop the tide of public 

prosperity and turn it to the channel of their own emolument; I know of 

no species of gratitude which should prevent my country from being free, 

no gratitude which should oblige Ireland to be the slave of England. In 

cases of robbery and usurpation, nothing is an object of gratitude except 

the thing stolen, the charter spoliated. A nation’s liberty can not, like her 



treasures, be meted and parceled out in gratitude; no man can be grateful 

or liberal of his conscience, nor woman of her honour, nor nation of her 

liberty; there are certain unimpartable, inherent, invaluable properties, not 

to be alienated from the person, whether body politic or body natural. 

With the same contempt do I treat that charge which says that Ireland is 

insatiable; saying that Ireland asks nothing but that which Great Britain 

has robbed her of, her rights and privileges; to say that Ireland will not be 

satisfied with liberty, because she is not satisfied with slavery, is folly. I 

laugh at that man who supposes that Ireland will not be content with a free 

trade and a free constitution; and would any man advise her to be content 

with less? 

The same laws, the same charters, communicate to both kingdoms, Great 

Britain and Ireland, the same rights and privileges; and one privilege 

above them all is that communicated by Magna Charta, by the 25th of 

Edward III., and by a multitude of other statutes, ‘not to be bound by any 

act except made with the archbishops, bishops, earls, barons, and freemen 

of the commonalty,’ namely, of the Parliament of the realm. On this right 

of exclusive legislation are founded the Petition of Right, Bill of Rights, 

Revolution, and Act of Settlement. The king has no other title to his crown 

than that which you have to your liberty; both are founded, the throne and 

your freedom, upon the right vested in the subject to resist by arms, 

notwithstanding the oaths of allegiance, any authority attempting to 

impose acts of power as laws, whether that authority be one man or a host, 

the second James, or the British Parliament! 

Every argument for the House of Hanover is equally an argument for the 

liberties of Ireland; the Act of Settlement is an act of rebellion, or the 

declaratory statute of the 6th of George I., an act of usurpation; for both 

can not be law. 

I do not refer to doubtful history, but to living record; to common charters; 

to the interpretation England has put upon these charters—an 

interpretation not made by words only, but crowned by arms; to the 



revolution she had formed upon them, to the king she has deposed, and to 

the king she has established; and, above all, to the oath of allegiance 

solemnly plighted to the House of Stuart, and afterward set aside, in the 

instance of a grave and moral people absolved by virtue of these very 

charters. 

And as anything less than liberty is inadequate to Ireland, so is it 

dangerous to Great Britain. We are too near the British nation, we are too 

conversant with her history, we are too much fired by her example, to be 

anything less than her equal; anything less, we should be her bitterest 

enemies—an enemy to that power which smote us with her mace, and to 

that Constitution from whose blessings we were excluded: to be ground 

as we have been by the British nation, bound by her Parliament, plundered 

by her Crown, threatened by her enemies, insulted with her protection, 

while we return thanks for her condescension, or a system of meanness 

and misery which has expired in our determination, as I hope it has in her 

magnanimity. 

There is no policy left for Great Britain but to cherish the remains of her 

Empire, and do justice to a country who is determined to do justice to 

herself, certain that she gives nothing equal to what she received from us 

when we gave her Ireland. 

Do not tolerate that power which blasted you for a century, that power 

which shattered your loom, banished your manufacturers, dishonoured 

your peerage, and stopped the growth of your people; do not, I say, be 

bribed by an export of woolen, or an import of sugar, and permit that 

power which has thus withered the land to remain in your country and 

have existence in your pusillanimity. 

Do not suffer the arrogance of England to imagine a surviving hope in the 

fears of Ireland; do not send the people to their own resolves for liberty, 

passing by the tribunals of justice and the high court of Parliament; neither 

imagine that, by any formation of apology, you can palliate such a 

commission to your hearts, still less to your children, who will sting you 



with their curses in your grave for having interposed between them and 

their Maker, robbing them of an immense occasion, and losing an 

opportunity which you did not create, and can never restore. 

Hereafter, when these things shall be history, your age of thraldom and 

poverty, your sudden resurrection, commercial redress, and miraculous 

armament, shall the historian stop at liberty, and observe that here the 

principal men among us fell into mimic trances of gratitude—they were 

awed by a weak ministry, and bribed by an empty treasury—and when 

liberty was within their grasp, and the temple opened her folding-doors, 

and the arms of the people clanged, and the zeal of the nation urged and 

encouraged them on, that they fell down and were prostituted at the 

threshold? 

I might, as a constituent, come to your bar, and demand my liberty. I do 

call upon you, by the laws of the land and their violation, by the instruction 

of eighteen counties, by the arms, inspiration, and providence of the 

present moment, tell us the rule by which we shall go—assert the law of 

Ireland—declare the liberty of the land. 

I will not be answered by a public lie, in the shape of an amendment; 

neither, speaking for the subject’s freedom, am I to hear of faction. I wish 

for nothing but to breathe, in this our island, in common with my fellow 

subjects, the air of liberty. I have no ambition, unless it be the ambition to 

break your chain and contemplate your glory. I never will be satisfied so 

long as the meanest cottager in Ireland has a link of the British chain 

clanking to his rags—he may be naked, he shall not be in iron; and I do 

see the time is at hand, the spirit is gone forth, the declaration is planted; 

and tho great men shall apostatize, yet the cause will live; and tho the 

public speaker should die, yet the immortal fire shall outlast the organ 

which conveyed it, and the breath of liberty, like the word of the holy man, 

will not die with the prophet, but survive him. 

 


